
 
 

 
(The action moves to the main stage, which has again been set up with two tables to 

represent a classroom. Children are seated, huddled together and murmuring. A 
teacher, with his/her back to the children is writing on a whiteboard.) 

 

Miss N   So, then we ask ourselves what is the largest number that will go 
into both the denominator and the numerator. If we divide…… 
(noticing the chatting and turning round)….Ahem! Why are you chatting? 

 

(All the children sit up straight, concealing things behind their backs.) 
 

Emily  Errm…We …were…errm...just discussing the… errm…dominator  
and errm…alligator…. whatever they’re called! 

 
Miss N  (suspiciously) Hmmm. Well please wait until I’ve finished talking.  
 

(As s/he turns back to the board the children start chatting again.) 
 

Now, the largest number that the denominator and numerator can 
be divided by is six. So let’s…(noticing the chatting but this time turning 

round more quickly than before, catching the children looking at a spinner)… 
Spinners! Right, hand them over. (Alice reluctantly hands the spinner to 
the teacher.)  
 

Callum  But that’s my spinner.  I’ll put it away! 
 

Miss N  Nope – it’s going in the cupboard now.  Come on, and I’ll have that 
putty you’ve just put in your pocket.  
 

Callum  Oh man! But I wasn’t doing anything with it 
 
Miss N   (taking the putty) Well it shouldn’t be in school.  And I’ll have all the 

football cards.  (all children hand over some cards) Right, it’s playtime. 
Outside all of you and don’t bring any more of those silly things back 
into the classroom.  

 

(They exit and the teacher sits at one of the tables looking at the stickers. The children 
move to the floor in front of the stage, representing the playground. They gleefully take 
more stickers from their pockets and huddle together. Another teacher, wearing a coat 

and carrying a mug, patrols nearby. An argument erupts between the children.) 
 

Alice That’s the Rooney that’s gone missing from my bag! Give it back! 
 
Emily It’s mine! I swapped it with an infant for a Torres and a Ronaldo! 
 
Fionn You didn’t! I saw you take it out of her bag on the way out to play. 

And you still owe me a Rooney for the Joe Hart I gave you last week. 
 
Mia C  What? I gave you a Rooney yesterday. You just want another to 

swap with that Year 3 kid who’s got an extra Suarez! 
 

(All children start grappling over the stickers. The teacher rushes over to intervene.) 



 Miss H   Stop this nonsense at once! Right, give all those stickers to me…all of 
them….and the hidden ones. (taking the stickers) Now in you go and 
wait outside the staffroom. I’ll deal with you later.  

 
Alice  No, please, not my Steven Gerrard! He’s really hard to get hold of! 

I’ve spent nearly £20 trying to get a Gerrard! 
 

(The children exit and the teacher joins his/her colleague in the classroom. The two sit 
opposite each other at a table.) 

 

Miss H  Look how many football stickers I’ve confiscated from your class!  
 
Miss N  What are they like? I took over a hundred from them during maths!  
 

(Both shake their heads then casually glance at their stickers. Each tries to see what the 
other has whilst being secretive of their own. They fan them out like playing cards and 
start sorting them into groups! Each is nonchalantly trying to give the impression that 

the stickers mean nothing, but we can feel the tension rising, until………) 
 

Miss H  (unable to contain him/herself) So what have you got then? 
 
Miss N   (excitedly) I’ve got swaps of Ferdinand, Terry and Van Persie! 
 
Teacher 2  (about to burst) I’ll swap you two Lampards for the Van Persie!  
  

(The two squeal with joy and continue to exchange swaps. The Head enters.) 
 

Mr C   Why are there six children outside the staffroom? They’re all in tears 
and………. (noticing the stickers) Oooooh! Have you got swaps!? (taking a 

handful of stickers out of his/her jacket pocket and excitedly sitting down) Has 
anyone got an Ashley Cole? I can swap a Teves for it!  

 
Miss H  No, but I’ve got a Rooney. It’ll cost you more than a Teves though! 
 
Mr C  Hang on, I’m missing a Rooney! Did you steal that from my desk? 
 
Miss H  No I did not! I confiscated it just a moment ago!  
 
Miss N  Oh and I’ve got another one of Callum’s spinners for you! 
 

(They chase each other off, nearly knocking over the children returning to the room.) 
 

Komal  Did you see that? Arguing over football stickers! How silly! Football 
Stickers are so ‘yesterday’s news’. (holding up a pack of Top Trumps) 
Look what I’ve got!  

 
All Children   WOW! TOP TRUMPS! 
 

(The intro music immediately plays (track 26) and everyone gets into position to sing the 
next song. Fade the music when ready.) 

 

 

           Song     (track 1 & 27, lyrics p30)                                     
 


